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Softwood is a collection inspired by natural wood design with distinct rings and a slightly structu-
ral surface. It is offered in 2 matte shades: beige and cream. The warm beige tiles are perfect for 
arrangement of traditional, ambient residential interiors: living rooms, kitchens, halls or even be-
drooms.  On the other hand, the whitened, cold cream shade is excellent for modern Scandinavian 
style bathrooms, where the tiles can also be combined with smooth tiles or tiles imitating other 
materials, such as cement. 

The Softwood collection is a perfect alternative to wooden boards. It is more durable, has a 6-year 
warranty period, and is resistant to extreme temperatures - from very high to below zero, which 
significantly extends its range of use. That is why these tiles will also work great outdoors: on ter-
races, balconies or loggias. 

The Softwood tiles are rectified, which enables you to obtain a uniform surface by applying the 
smallest possible joints, as well as obtain the effect of the currently fashionable bevelled wooden 
panels, while applying a slightly wider joint in a contrasting colour.
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Size: 

Number of 
elements:

Base tile colour:

Surface type:

Design:

Technology:

Application:

14,7x89

2

cream, beige

matt

natural wood

glazed porcelain tile

for use inside and outside
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a lot of layouts - more possibilities

Various colour shades and diverse patterns of the tiles provide the perfect imitation of natural materials, such as wood or stone.  
The elongated format of the tiles enables to create various compositions.  
Remember that the displacement of the tiles with respect to each other should not exceed one-third of the tile’s length.
  

Note! 
We recommend installation in arrangements involving the dislocation  
of a single tile with respect to another by 1/3 of the tile’s length at the most.
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SOFTWOOD beige 
14,7 x 89
OP706-004-1

SOFTWOOD cream 
14,7 x 89
OP706-003-1

3 3

R9 R9

3 abrasion-resistance classnon-slip class frost-resistant tile

Tonal tile
Various colour shades and diverse patterns of the tiles provide the 
perfect imitation of natural materials, such as wood or stone.  

R9

NEW COLLECTION
Product offer/portfolio

SOFTWOOD beige, cream 14,7 x 89 1,1    8 1,05  25,90   27,20    16,80

m2m2 kg/boxpcscm cm kg/m2

Product 
name

Softwood
classic
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Marketing Support
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Interior design rendering 

Livingroom - SOFTWOOD

Location: ftp://mark-ftp2:e77e6v3T5n@159.253.240.225/1 collections of ceramic tiles OPOCZNO/SOFTWOOD
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Basic materials used at BTL  
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Marketing Support
Basic materials used at BTL  

Consumer and general catalogues
(in the next edition)

Materials for the website update

Cad Dekor database to update the website
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Trade Marketing Support
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MULTI 2  
EXPOSITOR

Exposition standards

SOFTWOOD - Tiles placement SOFTWOOD - Price tag

Trade Marketing Support
Store materials 


